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Science quiz questions

1. TARSO CONSTRUCTION FACILITIES LU-ANA Civil Engineer, Master in Water Resources and Environmental Technologies, MBA in Business Management tarsocavazzana@yahoo.com.br 2. Educational plan - WEEKLY WORKLOAD: 02 Hours/Class - HALF-YEAR WORKLOAD: 44 Hours 3. ENTA - of theoretical concepts and practical applications of hydraulic installations of hot and cold water. 4. WORK STRATEGY - exhibition that address concepts and technical criteria of
application in the work. - in laboratory classes that perform experiments that consolidate the concepts of flow loss, pressure and discharge. - project follow-up. 5. GENERAL OBJECTIVES - To review the main methods and standards of sizing, used in hydraulic-sanitary construction plant projects and in the respective technologies for the execution of the works. - the main materials and equipment used in the work of plumbing-sanitary systems and their respective application technologies,
allowing the quantitative investigation of these materials for the budget. - provide grants and knowledge for the supervision of the works. 6. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES - Develop training for the elaboration of a complete technical project of plumbing and sanitary systems with systems, cuts, details and isometry, computational memorial, BILL of Materials and specifications, from the design phase to approval in public offices. - disclose the main problems arising from a poorly designed
project and poorly performed work. 7. PROGRAMMATIC CONTENT - Introduction. - and definitions. - ABNT standard. - and dealer regulations. - Reading and critical interpretations of the design of structures. - phases of a plumbing-sanitary system. - placement of the plumbing and sanitary system in the overall context of the work. - cold water plumbing systems. 8. PROGRAMMATIC CONTENT - power supply. - distribution. - water connection - hydrometers and tassel shelters. consumption of buildings. - of the scaling basin. - calculation of flows. - calculation of load losses. - Resizing extension subie and extensions. - resizing of columns. - of cane songs. 9. PROGRAMMATIC CONTENT - sizing of lifting systems: engine assembly, pump and suction and reprinting pipes. 10. BIBLIOGRAPHY - Base - CARVALHO, Hydraulic installations and architectural design by Roberto Jr. San Paolo: Blucher, 2007. - NETTO, Azevedo J. Manual de Hidrèulica, Editora Edgard
Blàcher, 8th updated edition; São Paulo 2005. - BELIEVE, Helium. Plumbing and LTC publishing house, São Paulo, 1995. 11. BIBLIOGRAPHY - Complement - MELO, VANDERLEY DE OLIVEIRA, -Hydraulic-Sanitary Building Facilities‖, Edgard Blucher Publishing House, 2000. - BOTELHO, MANOEL HENRIQUE CAMPOS, -Hydraulic Building Facilities‖, Edgard Blucher Publishing House, 2006. - CARDO, Celso. Home facilities. - Technical Manual of the Department of Buildings and
Public Works of the State of São Paulo - BORGES, Ruth Silveira Borges. Manual of hydraulic-sanitary installations and gas priests, PINI publishing house, São Paulo, 1992. 12. EVALUATION - According to university rules - NP1 , NP1 , 0.7xP1 , 0.3xT1 - NP2 , 0.7xP2 , 0.3xT2 - MF , (NP1 , NP2) - 2; If MF&gt;7, Approved, if not, Exam - Minimum grade in the exam - 10-MF for approval - P is the test and T work, in this case, the projects. 13. INTRODUCTION Structures in the general
context of disciplines. The interdependencies between structures. - theoretical understanding necessary for the development of cold water construction projects; - purification; • pre-age rainwater installations; • fire and fire fighting facilities; - heating water systems; - electrical installations (second semester). 14. INTRODUCTION Illustrative examples: 1) Figure 1 can be seen among the water supply systems and wastewater and rainwater exhaust systems of an urban network with
plumbing and municipal systems confined to each batch that constitutes the block. sewerage rainwater construction supply 15. INTRODUCTION Illustrative examples: 2) Figure 2 shows that within a building there are different areas of water use and wastewater generation, and there will also be several rainwater collection points in the building cover. DORM DORM DORM DORM DORM DORM DORM BATH BATH BATH ROOM ROOM ROOM HALL COZ COZ COZ COZ A.S. A.S.
A.S.A.S. 16. INTRODUCTION 3) Figure 3 shows in detail one of the water use areas in a building. BATHROOM SHOWER TOILET WASHBASIN 17. COLD WATER BUILDING FACILITIES For a well-designed cold water construction plant, it is necessary: - a continuous water supply for users, and in sufficient quantity, storing as much as possible at the lowest possible cost and minimizing the problems arising from the interruption of the operation of the public system; - water quality; limit pressures and speeds to the appropriate values to avoid unwanted leaks and noise. 18. PROJECT STEPS - project: it is the most important phase of the project because the type of building, the points are defined at this stage the supply and distribution system, the location of tanks, etc.; - determination of flows; // descriptive and justifying memorial, calculations, standards of execution, specification of materials and equipment used, plants, hydraulic schemes, isometric drawings,
material relation. 19. DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM DIRECT SYSTEM The supply of the parts of use is done directly with the water of the distribution network without reservation. public network easel 20. DIRECT SYSTEM DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM The supply of the parts of use is done directly with the water of the distribution network without reservation. The advantages are: better quality water; increased available pressure; lower installation costs. Disadvantages are: lack of water in case
of interruption; wide variation in pressure throughout the day; limiting flow; higher consumption. public network easel 21. INDIRECT DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM The supply of the parts of use is carried out through the storage tank of the building. With or without pumping. cx.gua easel public network cx.water easel public network cx. Lower water Floating pump22. INDIRECT DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM The advantages are: continuous supply of water; small variation in pressure in the
apparatus; despicable ram; allows the installation of the exhaust valve; lower water consumption. Disadvantages are: possibility of contamination of reserved water; lower pressures; higher installation costs. 23. MIXED SYSTEM DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM Some parts of use are connected with the water of the network and others by the tank or both. The advantages are: better quality water; continuous supply of water; allows the installation of the exhaust valve. The disadvantage: it is
because of the higher installation cost. 24. HYDRO-PNEUMATIC DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM The points of use are provided by a pressurization set, without special reservation. Three-phase electrical network Magnetic key Pressometer Vacumeter Tank Tank Pump Discharge Distribution Display Glass Recalque Suction Volume Controller 25. CONSTITUENTS OF AN INSTALLATION BUILDING COLD WATER According to NBR-5626/98 – The installation of buildings in cold water is
defined as the constituent parts of a cold water construction plant: - BUILDING FEEDER: pipe between the extension of the building and the first flotation valve of the shunt or tank; - AUTOMATIC BUOY: device installed inside a tank to allow the automatic operation of the lifting system between its extreme operating levels; 26. CONSTITUENT PARTS OF ONE COLD WATER BUILDING - BARRELETE: a set of pipes that originate in the tank and from which the distribution columns
derive; - DISTRIBUTION COLUMN: tube derived from the barrel and intended to power the extensions; - EXTRAVASOR: pipe intended to drain excess water from the tanks and drain boxes; - LIFTING INSTALLATION: a set of pipes, equipment and devices intended to increase water to the distribution tank; 27. COstituent PARTS OF AN INSTALLATION COLD WATER BUILDING - APPLIANCE CONNECTION: pipe between the point of use and the appliance to enter the health system;
• PART OF THE USE: device connected to a sub-ection to allow the use of water; - POINT OF USE: end downstream of sub-extension; - EXTENSION: tube derived from the distribution column and intended to feed the subassembies; - EXTENSION PREDIAL: pipes between the public supply network and the installation of the building; 28. COstituent PARTS OF A COLD WATER BUILDING INSTALLATION - BUILDING DISTRIBUTION NETWORK: a set of tubes consisting of barrels,
distribution columns, extensions and subassembants, or some of these elements; - HYDROPNEUMATIC RESERVOIR: air and water tank intended to maintain the distribution network of buildings under pressure; • LOWER RESERVOIR: tank between the power supply of the building and the lifting system, intended to reserve water and function as an intake of the lifting system; 29. COstituent PARTS OF AN INSTALLATION COLD WATER BUILDING - UPPER RESERVOIR: a tank
connected to the building's power supply or heating pipe, intended to power the building's distribution network; - SUB-RAMAL: tube that connects the inside to the piece or connection of the sanitary appliance; - STRETCH: length of the pipe between two cables or between a lead and the last connection of the distribution column; - PIPE HEATING: pipe between the pump outlet hole and the discharge point in the distribution tank; 30. COstituent PARTS OF A COLD WATER BUILDING
INSTALLATION - SUCTION PIPE: pipe between the exit point in the lower tank and the pump inlet hole; - DISCHARGE VALVE: manual or automatic drive valve, installed in the sub-extension of the supply of sanitary basins or urinal plants, intended to allow the use of water for cleaning; 31. CONSTITUENT PARTS OF A COLD WATER CONSTRUCTION PLANT . Public Network Extension Building Easel Hydrometer Set Moto-Pump Recalque Tube Recalque Extensions Upper
Reservoir Barrel Distribution Column Extravasor Drain or Thief Key Buoy Distribution Extensions Lower Reservoir Reservoir Building Suction Pipe 32. MATERIAL AND PRESSURE According to NBR-5626 the pipes and fittings constituting a cold water construction plant may be of galvanized steel, copper, cast iron (soft), PVC or other material in such a way as to satisfy the condition that the service pressure does not exceed the static pressure at the point in question, added to the
overpressure due to the ram. - Overpressure : &lt;20m.c.a (200kpa)= == pressão= estática= :=&gt;&lt;/20m.c.a&gt; &lt;40m.c.a (400kpa)= == pressão= mínima= de= serviço= :=&gt;0.5m.c.a (5kPa) 33. MATERIAL AND PRESSURE The exhaust valve is usually the one that causes high overpressure values in a cold water system, so NORMA advises not to use this (e.g. coupled box). If necessary, it is recommended to scale a single column to meet the exhaust valves. 34. SPEED - The
channeling may not be faster than 14 or 2.5 m/s in order not to produce excessive noise. As for the minimum speed, nothing is recommended. D 35. RETROSIFONATION The reflux of waste water, polluted or contaminated, to the consumption system due to negative pressures, is called retrosifonic. 36. RETROSIFONATION The reflux of polluted or contaminated waste water into the consumption system due to negative pressures is called retrosifonic. 37. CONSUMPTION ESTIMATE
In cold water construction plants, consumption or related flows should be considered as follows: Average daily consumption (CD) - average value of the volume of water to be used in the building in 24 hours. This value is used in the dimensioning of the building extension, hydrometer, power extension, motorcycle pump set for recalques and tanks. The estimate of this volume is made with the use of per capita consumption for different types of occupations attributed to the building. 38.
ESTIMATE CONSUMPTION Type of consumption of construction units (liter / day) Capital apartment 200 Dormitory luxury apartment 300 - 400 Room employed 200 Residence Luxury capital 300 - 400 Medium Residence Capital value 150 Popular Residence Capital 120 - 150 Temporary Accommodation Capital Work 80 Capital Capital House 600 - 1000 Office Building Real Occupant 50 - 80 School - Capital College 150 School - Student Outside 50 School - Semi Boarding School
Student 100 Hospital and Bed Health House 250 Hotel w / Kitchen, Guest laundry 250 - 350 Hotel s / Kitchen, Guest laundry 120 Laundry Kg dry cleaning 30 39. CONSUMPTION ESTIMATE-AULA1 Soldier barracks 150 horse cavalry 100 Meal restaurant 25 M2 market of&lt;/40m.c.a&gt;5 Garage and car service station 100 Garden Irrigation m2 area 1.5 Cinema and Theater place 2 Place Church 2 Clinic per capita 25 Creche capita 50 Factory - Personal Use worker 70 - 80 Factory w /
Worker restaurant 100 Milk Mill liter of milk 5 Large animal butcher 300 small animal 150 Extract from Macintyre, A.J. - Hydraulic structures - Rio de Janeiro, Guanabara Due, 1982. 40. CONSUMPTION ESTIMATE Daily consumption can be calculated using the equation. P is the occupying population of the building. The occupying population can be calculated using the following criteria: - first criterion: 5 people per housing unit, single house case; - second criterion: 2 people per
dormitory - 1 person per maid's dormitory, in case of condominiums; - third criterion: Code of works of São Paulo, based on the maximum occupancy capacity of the buildings, as follows: happenpersumoPCD - 41. CONSUMPTION ESTIMATE - Office: 1 person / 9 m2 - Shops: 1 person / 3 m2 - Deposits: 1 person / 10 m2 - Workshops: 1 person / 9 m2 - Hotels: 1 person / 15 m2 - Hospitals and offices: 1 person / 15 m2 - Schools: 1 person / 15 m2 Observe the possible guidelines of
each State. 42. CONSUMPTION ESTIMATE - EXERCISE - Data: A residential condominium: - N0 of floors: 8 - N0 of apartment per floor: 2 - N0 of dormitories per apartment: 2 CDs - P x 200 l / day - 64 people. CD - 64 x 200 x 12,800 l/day dormitory hab2 x apto dorm2 x and apto2 x e8 P  43. PREDIAL EXTENSION AND EASEL The minimum ligament diameter is 3/4 (20 mm). The average water speed in the building power supply shall be between 0.60 m/s and 1.0 m/s. CD : 12,800
l/d, QR , 0.148 l/s, RP , 0.018 m,  , 3/4 or 20 mm (internal). The hydrometer and easel will have the same diameter as the building's power supply. 86400 CD QR  Vr Q4 R RP (  44. RESERVOIR DIMENSIONING 1CD&lt;VT&lt;3CD, VT- Total volume for consumption. In addition to booking for consumption, the Fire Safety Technical Reserve (RTI) must be included according to technical instructions (IT) 22 of the Fire Brigade (SP). The distribution of the recommended normal
storage volume is: - Rs - 2/5 VT - 40% - Ri - 3/5 VT - 60% The fire reserve should be stored in its entirety only in one of the tanks. 45. RESERVOIR DIMENSIONING For each compartment of the tank, the following pipes must be supplied for: - feeding (Ri and Rs); - for the barrel distribution of drinking water (Rs); - fire fighting fire (Rs); - extravasor or thief (Ri and Rs); - cleaning or unloading (Ri and Rs); - sigh (Ri and Rs); - suction for the motor pump set to repress for rs (Ri); - for
assembly (Re) 46. RESERVOIR SIIE for CD - 12,800 l, storage 1.5 CDs, there is VT 1.5 x CD - 19,200 l This volume divided into tanks is obtained: Rs 2/5 x 19,200 l Ri - 3/5 x 19,200 - 11,520 l 47. DIMENSIONS AND DETAILS OF THE LOWER RESERVOIR Respecting the expected or free areas in the architectural design of the building, it can be calculated: - Volume by compartment: 11,520/2 - 5,760 l. In this case it is possible to adopt the following dimensions: width - 2.95 m and
length 2.50 m - Useful height of the tank, hutil, Adoption of a cleaning height for the accumulation of Hvar slable - 0.12 m to prevent the entry of impurities from the tank into the distribution system. m78.0 area vol 50.2x95.2 76.5 hutil  48. DIMENSIONS AND DETAILS OF THE LOWER RESERVOIR PERSPECTIVE Perspective and detail of the Valvula basin of the retention register of the lower tank foot valve and the openings of the sieve power supply building for buoyaboia
inspection 49. LOWER RESERVOIR SIZE AND DETAILS Perspective and Tank Detail - low plant 0.60 0.60 0.60 0.10 B 0.10 B 0.10 B 0.10 0.0. 10 L 0.10 Buoy A Valvula Valvula valvula foot and sift and sift Drain EstravasorEstravasoSives Inspection projection Suction Feeding 50. DIMENSIONS AND DETAILING OF THE LOWER-CLASS RESERVOIR 02 Tank perspective and detail - Cutting Buoy Inspection Extravasor Extravasor Suction R.G. Drain Valv.pé and Sieve Useful Volume
Maximum level. Min. level Fire/Cleaning Reserve &gt;0.15 &lt;0.05&gt;0.05 HHvar Feeder Cleaning Channel 0.10 0.10 51. DIMENSIONS AND DETAILS OF THE UPPER RESERVOIR In the design of the upper tank, the architectural and structural constraints of the building must be taken into account. Usually the architect reserves a specific area for the location of the tank. For example, the calculation of the useful storage height, h-til, for a volume of 3.84 m3 per chamber and
dimensions of 2.50 m in length by 1.40 m wide, is the calculation of the useful storage height, useful, useful, for a volume of 3.84 m3 per chamber and dimensions of 2.50 m in length by 1.40 m wide, there is: m10.1 40.1x50.2 840.3 hutil  52. DIMENSIONS AND DETAILS OF THE UPPER RESERVE Considering the entire volume of fire reserve stored only in Rs, estimated at about 15,000 l, it has the height of the fire reserve, hinc: R.s. - 15,000/2 x 7,500 l , 7.5m3 Adopted hinc , 2.15
m x hinc 14.2 40,150.2 50.7  53. DIMENSIONS AND DETAILS OF THE UPPER RESERVOIR FLOOR PLANT 0.10 0.60 0.60 0.60 L 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 b B DISTRIBUTION FIRE EXTRAVASOR DRAIN DRAIN INSPECTION INSPECTION INSPECTION BUOY R,g, R,G, RECALQUE 54. DIMENSIONS AND DETAILOF &lt;0.05 0.10 0.100.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 Hutil 0.10= 0.100.10= 0.10= 0.10= 0.10= hutil=&gt;&lt;/0.05 0.10 0.100.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 Hutil &gt; UPPER, LONDON Cut
&gt;0,15 &gt;0,05&lt;/0,05&gt; &gt;0,05&lt;/0,05&gt; USEFUL VOLUME CLEANING / FIRE FIRE DISTRIBUTION SLOWER DRAIN INSPECTION RECALQUE R.G. R.G. R.G. R.G. 0.10 BUOY (Automatic Key) BUOY (Automatic Key) Maximum operating level Minimum level of operation 55. DIMENSIONING OF EXHAUST PIPES AND OVERSEAVE OF TANKS. DRAIN The drainage pipe of the tanks must be calculated taking into account the maximum emptying time of 2 hours, using
the following equations: -  h t850.4 A S  (     ) (   - 4 SD 56. LOWER TANK (RI) . S - 7.21x10-4 m2 - D(4S/π)0.5 . D - 0.030 m, adopt the commercial diameter D - 32 mm or more. - -  90.0 2850.4 50.2x95.2 S  57. UPPER TANK(RS) . S - 6.50x10-4 m2 - D s(4S/π)0.5 . D - 0.029 m, adopt the commercial diameter D - 32 mm or more. -  s  S x  2 50 1 40 4 850 2 3 25 , . , 58. EXTRAVASOR Usually adopts a commercial diameter above tank feeders. Then there
is: - for R.I. D - 25 mm - for R.S. D - 32 mm (see calculation of the recalque). 59. DIMENSIONA- RECAL PUMP DIMENSION1.00 1.00 2.00 2.83 2.00 0.40 Lrec 0.50 0.50 0.50 Valv. Storage of the Valv pump. foot and sieve R.G. R.G. R.G. R.G. R.G. R.G. R.G. R.G. R.G. RS Bomba Valv. Foot and Sieve Flexible Joint Union IR The installation of recalque must be sized for the minimum reflow of reflow equal to 15% of the daily consumption (CD), for this it takes 6.66 hours of work of the
assembly of the presceptive motorcycle pump. 60. RECALQUE CHANNELING The modified Bresse formula is used, considering that C is 1.3 to determine the diameter: pipe diameter (m) - X is the Nè of hours worked/24 - Q is the flow rate, (m3/s) Qxrec .. 3.1 4   61. CHANNELING SUCTION For the suction diameter, a commercial diameter greater than the base diameter is adopted. For the specified example, calculate the diameters of the base and intake tubes. CD - 12,800 l/
day. Assuming the minimum flow rate is 15% cd -1.92m3 per hour: Qr (1.92/3600) - 5.33.10-4 m3 /s. X (1/0.15)/24 : 6.66/24 - 0.2778 - drec - 0.022 m - 22 mm internal, adopt Φ commercial of 1‖ or 32 mm. - dsuc - One Φ above - 11/4‖ or 40mm. Typically, in commercial, inches is internal diameter and millimeters external diameter (discount walls for calculation). rec x 1 3 0 2778 5 33 104 4 , , , , 62. HEIGHT Hm - Hg , hlsuc , hlrec, for Hg - 34.10 m. Calculation of load loss (hl) using
galvanized steel tube a) Suction - (in the most unfavourable situation) - Φ 1 1/4‖ Developed length - 4.00 m. Equivalent lengths 1 foot valve with sieve : 10.00 2 record drawer - 0.40 2 Have the side passage - 3.42 1 curve - 0.84 comp. total of 18.66 m (of equivalent tube). - galvanized steel are in inches. 63. CALCULATION OF MANOMETRIC HEIGHT Using sample flow and the fair formula - Whipple - Hsiao, given in more recent books or given by The NBR Standard - 5626 was:
hlsuc.2632.0 113.27 DJQ  596.2532.0 113.27 DJQ  mmJ /04 0 0.Q(m3/s) D(m) J(m/m) 0.000533 0.032 0.0494 Q(m3/s D(m) J(m/m) 0.000533 0.032 0.0281 Fair-Whipple-Hisiao NBR 5626 64. CALCULATION OF THE HEIGHT RECALQUE MANOMETRIC (if more unfavourable) - Φ 1‖ (DI-25mm). Developed length : 36.83 m. Equivalent length. 2 record drawers : 0.40 1 control valve - 2.10 2 knees - 1.88 1 knee - 0.43 1 Have side passage - 1.37 1 junction - 0.88 comp. total 43.89
m 65. CALCULATION OF THE HEIGHT RECALQUE MANOMETRIC (if more unfavourable) - Φ 1‖ (DI-25mm). hlrec : J x Lrec , 0.136 x 43.89 , 5.97 m Hm, 34.10, 0.92 x 5.97 Hm , 40.99 , 41.0 m Q(m3/s) D(m) J(m/m) ) 0 000533 0.025 0.1362 Q(m3/s) D(m) J(m/m) 0.000533 0.025 0.0936 Fair-Whipple-Hisiao NBR 5626 66. PUMP-AULA3 REcalque POWER CALCULATION (if more unfavourable) - Φ 1‖ (DI-25mm). hlrec : J x Lrec - 0.136 x 43.89 - 5.97 m Pump feature : Q - 1.92 m3 /h Hm .10 m.c.a Pot 1/2 HP xxxQHm Pot 29.0 75 411033.51000 75 4  67. BARREL DIMENSIONING, COLUMNS, EXTENSIONS AND DISTRIBUTION SUB-EXTENSIONS It is the pipeline that connects the two sections of the upper tank and from which the cables corresponding to the various power columns break. UNIFIED: The branches for each column start directly from the pipe connecting the two sections of the tank. 68. BARREL DIMENSIONING, COLUMNS, EXTENSIONS
AND SUB-EXTENSIONS OF BRANCHED DISTRIBUTION: from the tube connecting the two sections, the extensions come out, which give rise to secondary cables to the power columns. 69. THE SE'IE SCRIPT depends solely on the location of the distribution columns; The columns must be in common with the team involved in the overall design of the building (architect, calculation, electric, etc...): a) determine for each column stroke a P, weights (card.2); b) calculate the flow rate in
the column segments This is the maximum likely flow rate, since not all devices are in simultaneous use. In cases where all devices actually operate simultaneously, the ducts must be sized according to the sum of the ratios (Table 2); c) locate the record at the beginning of each column; (d) determine the for each section of the barrel and then the flows in the respective sections. Q P 0 3, 70. SCRIPT E) is adopted after estimating the diameters and verifying that the most
unfavourable case is satisfied, determining the minimum water height in the (determine the pressures on all barrel cables. g) determine the minimum dynamic pressure and actual pressure) at the beginning of each column. The supply of the appliance under the most favourable conditions must be taken into account. (see the operational pressures of the parties used in Table 3 and the flows of the parties for use Table 2); 71. Card.02 - Utilization points - project flows and relative weights .
72. Table.03 - Points of use - dynamic and static pressures . 73. SIII' EXAMPLE: Estimated flow estimation Estimate of load loss, maximum weight of column contributions Af1 A. service 1 tq 1.0 Kitchen 1.7 Af3 Bathroom 1 lav. 0.5 1 offer. 0.1 1 vs- cx.desc 0.3 1 ch 0.5 Total 1.4 Q p  3, J m m 0 08, / 74. Isometric diagram of the barrel: . !. 50 1.60 1.55 1.75 7.00 1.30 7.00 1.30 2.402.40 1.45 1.45 R1 R2 A B C AF1 AF2 AF3 AF4 75. Contribution flow of each distribution column of the
building: - Column Af1 Ep - 1.7 x 8 x 13.6 Q - Q - 1.11 l/s - Af2 Column Ep - 1.7 x 8 , 1.6 , 13,6 , 1,6 , 15,2 Q , Q - 1.17 l/s - Column Af3 and Af4 Ep - 1.4 x 8 , 11.2 Q , Q , 1.00 l/s 6,133.0 0 0 3 15 2, , Punctual 0 3 11 2, , 76 years old. Calculation of the contribution flow per stroke - R1 - A - R2 - A - A -B Q - 2.15 l/s Stretch B - C Q - 1.49 l/s Stretch B - D Q - 1.61 l/s Q x  0 3 13 6 15 2 11 2, ( , , , Q  0 3 11 2 13 6, ( , ) Q   3 13 6 15 2, ( , , ) Elongation C - Af1 Q - 1.11 l/s Stretch
C - Af3 Q - 1.00 l/s Stretch D - Af2 Q - 1.17 l/s Stretch D - Af4 Q - 1.00 l/s Q  0 3 13 6, , Q  0 3 11 2, , Q  0 3 15 2, , Q  0 3 11 2, 77. PRE-SIZZA OF PIPES Adoption J - 0.08 m/m. Using the Fair - Whipple - Hsiao formula for galvanized steel and excel spreadsheet, you can quickly estimate the diameter values of the tubes to be used in the barrel. The values can be checked in the following table. Stretch Weight Weight Weight J (Adopted) Dim. Calc. Ø. Con. J (correct) Unitary
Acum. (l/s) (m/m) (mm) (mm) (m/m) R1 - A 51.2 2.15 0.08 49 50 0.0715 R2 - A 51.2 2.15 0.08 49 50 0.0715 A - B 51. 2.15 0.08 49 50 0.0715 B - C 24.8 1.49 0.08 42 50 0.0403 B - D 26.4 1.54 0.08 43 5 0.0424 C - Af1 13.6 13.6 1.11 0.08 38 0.077 4 C - Af3 11.2 11.2 1.00 0.08 36 38 0.0664 D - Af2 15.2 15.2 1.17 10.08 39 50 0.0274 D - Af4 11.2 11.2 1.00 0.08 36 38 0.0664 78. PRE-SIZZA OF PIPES Adoption J - 0.08 m/m. Using the Fair - Whipple - Hsiao formula for galvanized steel
and excel spreadsheet, you can quickly estimate the diameter values of the tubes to be used in the barrel. The values can be checked in the following table. Stretch Weight Weight Weight J (Adopted) Dim. Calc. Ø. Con. J Unit acum. (l/s) (m/m) (mm) (mm) (m/m) R1 - A 51.2 2.15 0.08 49 50 0.0715 R2 - A 51.2 2.15 0.08 49 50 0.0715 A - B 51. 2.15 0.08 49 50 0.0715 B - C 24.8 1.49 0.08 42 50 0.0403 B - D 26.4 1.54 0.08 43 5 0.0424 C - Af1 13.6 13.6 1.11 0.08 38 0.077 4 C - Af3 11.2
11.2 1.00 0.08 36 38 0.0664 D - Af2 15.2 15.2 1.17 10.08 39 50 0.0274 D - Af4 11.2 11.2 1.00 0.08 36 38 0.0664 79. CONTROL FOR DYNAMIC PRESSURE ( MINIMUM 0.5 M.C.A. OR 5 KPA ) Always consider the most unfavorable path to control pressure. In this way, we will be sizing in favour of safety. The values in the following table were obtained through the spreadsheet. The values adopted as developed and equivalent lengths are presented in sequence. Weight Weight Weight
Compr.Compr.Compr. Load pressure pressure elongation unit. I'm going to get you up. Flow diom. Cec.Desenv.Equiv. Total Unit Total Desn. Disp. Jusante (l/s) (mm) (m/s) (m) (m) (m) (m/m) (mca) (m) (mca) (mca) R2 -A 51.2 2.15 50 1.09 4.65 4.11 8.76 0.0715 0.63 3.10 0 2.47 A - B 51.2 2.15 50 1.09 1.75 3.33 5.08 0.0715 0.36 0.00 2.47 2.11 B - C 24.8 1.49 50 0.76 1.45 3.33 4.78 0.0403 0.19 0.00 2.11 1.92 B - D 26.4 1.54 50 0.79 1.45 3.33 4.78 0.0424 0.20 0.00 2.11 1.91 C -Af1 13.6
13.6 1.11 38 0.98 2.40 1.71 4.11 0.0774 0.32 0.00 1.92 1.60 C - Af3 11.2 11.2 1.00 38 0.89 8.30 3.12 11.42 0.0664 0.76 0.00 1.92 1.16 D - Af2 15.2 15.2 1.17 50 0.60 2.40 2.28 4.68 0.0274 0.13 0.00 1.91 1.78 D - Af4 11.2 11.2 1.00 38 0.89 8.3 3.12 11.42 0.0664 0.76 0 1.91 1.15 80. PUBLIC INSTALLATIONS OF HOT WATER OBJECTIVES The installation of Hot Water in a residence is intended for bathrooms, kitchens (washing of utensils and food products), washing clothes, etc. It
also has purposes in hospitals and industries. For a well-designed hot water construction plant, according to NBR 7198/93, it is necessary that: 81. SUSTAINABLE HOT WATER INSTALLATIONS - be continuous the supply of water to users, in sufficient quantity, storing as much as possible at a cost; - limit the pressures and speeds to the values appropriate to the perfect functioning of the parts; - maintain the correct temperature and preserve water quality. For this purpose, the
temperatures used are : personal use - in bathrooms and hygiene from 35 to 50 degrees centigrade - in kitchens from 60 to 70 degrees centigrade - in laundries from 75 to 85 degrees centigrade - for medical purposes of 100 degrees centigrade or more. 82. HEATING INSTALLATIONS - NBRs - ABNT NBR 7198:1993 -Design and execution of water heating systems. - ABNT NBR 15884-3:2010-Plastic piping system for hot and cold water construction systems - chlorinated vinyl
polychlorinated (CPVC)-Part 3: assembly, installation, storage and handling. - ABNT NBR 14011:1997-Heaters and electric taps - Requirements. - NBR 12483:1992-Electric showers - Standardization 83. HEATING INSTALLATIONS HOT WATER DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM - The supply of hot water, from heaters to points of use, is done through pipes completely independent of the cold water distribution system. They can be carried out in three different ways: - a- Individual heating
(room): when the heating system serves a single appliance or a single room. As an example we can mention the shower and electric tap, or a heater that meets only one bathroom. 84. BUILDING HOT WATER INSTALLATIONS - b- Private central heating: when the heating system meets a residential unit, that is, it feeds the most diverse points of use located in bathrooms, laundries, kitchens, etc. There are different types and brands of heaters in the trade, which can be used and it is
up to the designer to choose the most appropriate, considering factors such as: - capacity; - installation and operation; - ease of maintenance; - lasts; - and the place necessary for its installation, etc. 85. BUILDING INSTALLATIONS OF HOT WATER The figure in the sequence shows a residential unit with private central heating. According to the norm, it is necessary to observe some details for the installation of the heater: - The cold water supply channel must be derived from the
distribution column in a size greater than the heater and must enter from the bottom; • A drawer and a safety valve register must be put in place in the cold water supply pipe and the installation of a control valve must be prohibited; • hot water pipes should come out from the opposite top, not recommending to connect it to a conjugate air intake for all floors. 86. HEATING INSTALLATIONS EXAMPLE of the private central heating system 87. BUILDING INSTALLATIONS OF HOT WATER
- c- Collective Central Heating: When a single heating system powers sets of household appliances from different units of a building. (barracks, hospitals, hotels, residential buildings, etc.). • In the case of collective central heating, the flow rate of the use of hot water varies continuously and unpredictably, in this way storage heaters are used, which allow the storage of heated water during the hours of minimum consumption, thus taking into account the supply of hot water, during the
hours of maximum consumption (peak flow‖). Heated water can be distributed in buildings in two ways: 88. HEATING INSTALLATIONS - c.1) Simple distribution (no return): can be Descendant. It looks like uncomfortable to have a moment until you have hot water in the register of the unit you want to fill, which results in water waste, however you save on plumbing. Figures 02 and 03 show a diagram of this distribution. - c.2) Return distribution: In this case hot water constantly circulates
in the pipe and can be in two ways: - c.2.1) Terms: it uses the principle that hot water is less dense that makes it have a tendency to increase. In this case more energy is consumed because the temperature must be higher to cause this effect and the distribution is upwards. 89. HOUSING INSTALLATIONS - c.2.2) Pumping: uses a heating system, causing the hot water coming out of the heating tank (storage) to rise from a column to the barrel in the lid, where it descends into itchings
that feed the various appliances on each floor. Prumadas meet on the floor where the storage is located, feeding again with unconsumed water. ( c.2.3) Mixed distribution: hot water is carried out on the ascending and descending branches on alternating floors. It requires special attention and is therefore recommended in large buildings. 90. HEATING SYSTEMS HOT WATER SYSTEMS Ascending system without return Descending system without return 91. HEATING INSTALLATIONS
HOT WATER Ascending system with siphon circulation descending system with pumping 92. BUILDING INSTALLATIONS OF HOT WATER - Mixed system . 93. 2 - BIM- CONSTITUENT PARTS OF A HOT WATER BUILDING INSTALLATION The NBR-7198 defines the same constituent parts as a cold water construction plant, e.g. barrel, column, extension and sub-extension. GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS: The MATERIAL AND PRESSURE pipes and accessories that make up a
hot water construction plant can be made of copper, carbon galvanized steel, CPVC, etc. and the minimum service pressure values, such as a cold water system, are respected. - Overpressure : &lt;20m.c.a (200kpa)= == pressão= estática= máxima=&gt;&lt;/20m.c.a&gt; &lt;40m.c.a (400kpa)= == pressão= mínima= de= serviço= :=&gt;0.5m.c.a (5kPa) 94. SPEED The duct cannot have a speed greater than 14xD0.5 or 4.0m/s in order not to produce excessive noise. As for the minimum
speed, nothing is recommended. The values calculated from the above equation in the commercial diameters are presented in the following table. 95. Speed and maximum flows for hot water. Maximum diameter speed. Max (mm) (in) m/s l/s 15 1/2 1.60 0.20 20 3/4 1.95 0.55 25 1 2.25 1.15 32 1/4 2.50 2.00 40 1 1 2 1/2 2.75 3.10 50 2 3.15 6.40 65 2 1/2 3.55 11.20 80 3 3.85 17.60 100 4 4.00 32.50 96. Estimate of consumption The estimate of hot water consumption depends on some
factors&lt;/40m.c.a&gt;such as: - habits of the population; - local climate; ( residential, hotel, offices). Brazilian conditions follow the requirements contained in the Brazilian Standard NBR - 7198/93, of hot water forest systems. The suggested values are shown in the following table. 97. Estimate of hot water consumption. Building consumption liters/day Temporary construction accommodation 24 /popular person or rural house 36 /person Residence 45 /person Apartment 60 /person
Barracks 45 /person School (boarding school) 45 /person Hotel (without including kitchen and laundry) 36 /guest hospital 125 /bed Restaurants and the like 12 /laundry meal 15 /Kgf dry clothes 98. Estimate of consumption You can also estimate the consumption of hot water based on the number of people and the number of household appliances. The following tables show consumption values based on the American Guide, and values are reduced to 1/3 of the original, justified by the
lower standard of our facilities and the less rigorous climate. 99. Consumption of hot water in buildings, depending on the number of people. Type of building Hot water required, at 60th C Consumption on the occasion of Peak (l/s) Peak duration - Load hours Tank capacity depending on the hourly heating capacity cd, depending on daily use Residence Apartments Hotels 50 l / pess.day 1/7 4 1/5 1/7 Office buildings 2.5 l / pess.day 1/5 2 1/5 1/6 Factories 6.31 / pess.dia 1/3 1 2/5 1/8
Restaurant 3rd class 2a class 3a class 1.9 l / refeic. 3.2 l / refeic. 5.6 l / refeic. 1/10 1/10 Restaurant 3 meals a day 1/10 8 1/5 1/10 Restaurant 1 meal per day 1/5 2/5 1/6 100. Consumption of hot water in buildings, depending on the number of household appliances, in l /h at 60oC . Appliances Fit s Clubs Gyms Hospitals Hotels Factories Offices Resid. Private washbasin schools 2.6 2.6 2.6 2.6 2.6 2.6 2.6 2.6 2.6 2.6 Public washbasins 5.2 7.8 10.4 7.8 10.4 15.6 7.8 1 9.5 Bathrooms 26 26
39 26 26 39 26 Dishwasher 19.5 65 65 65 26 19.5 26 Lava – feet 3.9 3.9 15.6 3.9 3.9 15.6 3.9 3.9 3.93.9 Kitchen sink 13 2 6 26 26 26 13 Washing tank 26 36.4 36.4 36.4 36.4 26 Cup sink 6.5 13 13 6.5 13 Showers 97.5 195 29 2 97.5 97.5 292 97.5 292 Maximum probable consumption % 30 30 10 25 40 30 30 30 tank capacity% 125 90 100 60 80 100 200 70 100 101. EXAMPLES a) Heating for a residence of 8 people: 1. daily consumption (CD) - 50 l / pess - 8 people - 400 l 2. Peak
consumption : 400 - 1/7 - 57 l/h 3. tank capacity : 400 - 1/5 - 80 l 4. heating capacity : 400 - 1/7 - 57 l/h at 60 degrees centigrade 102. EXAMPLES b) Apartment building, with 10 housing units, With the following appliances, per unit: bidet, sink, shower and kitchen sink. 1. 10 bidets (washbasins) - 2.6 x 26 2. washbasins - 2.6 x 26 3. 10 showers - 97.5 - 975 4. 10 kitchen sinks.... 13 times 130 5. Total : 1157 l/h 6. Probable maximum consumption : 0.30 - 1157 - 347 l/h 7. Tank capacity :
1.25 - 347 - 434 l 103. FLOW OF PARTS FOR USE To scale the pipes it is necessary to know the flow of the parts for use, as carried out in cold water systems. The following table provides the discharge and the corresponding weight for each part. Use parts Flow l/s Weight Bath 0.30 1.0 Bidet0.10 0.1 Shower 0.20 0.5 Washbasin 0.20 0.5 Kitchen sink 0.25 0.7 Dump sink 0.30 1.0 Washing machine 0.30 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 104. OPERATION OF THE PARTS FOR USE The
maximum possible functioning of the health parts shall be considered. Therefore, the following equation is used to estimate the sizing flow of pipelines. being: - Q - flow rate in l/s - C - exhaust coefficient (in this case 0.30 l/s) - P - sum of parts likely to use - PCQ 105. MINIMUM DIAMETER OF SUB EXTENSIONS . Parts of use Diameter (mm) Bathtub 15 Bidets 15 Shower 15 Kitchen sinks 15 Kitchen sink 15 Landfill sink 20 Washing machine 20 106. LOAD LOSSES To estimate
load losses, the same procedure is used as described for the installation of cold water. The use of Fair-Whipple-Hsiao formulas is recommended for galvanized steel, copper and brass tubes. 107. HOT WATER PRODUCTION Producing hot water means transferring from a source the calories necessary for water to reach the desired temperature. The heat transfer can be: - direct: in contact with the heater with water; - saturated steam: in steam mixing systems - water; /: by thermal
conduction by heating elements that begin with water (steam inside coils immersed in water). 108. ELECTRIC HEATING It is usually done by means of metal immersion resistors, which give good performance in heat transfer. Electric heaters can be of type: -Instantaneous heating of water in its passage through the appliance (electric showers); -Accumulation: boiler calls; must be powered by columns independent of those serving sanitary appliances. The power extension connecting
the column to the boiler must derive from the column in a size greater than the heater, inserting them at the bottom -The following figure demonstrates the pattern of installation of the electric heater in a residence. 109. . . 110. Sizing indicated for electric storage heaters. Daily consumption at 700 C (litres) Heating capacity (litres) Power (kW) 60 50 0.75 95 75 0.75 130 100 1.0 20 0 150 1.25 260 200 1.5 330 250 2.0 430 300 2.5 570 400 3.0 500 4,0 850 600 4,5 1150 750 5,5 1500 1000
7,0 1900 1250 8,5 2300 1500 10,0 2900 1750 12,0 3300 2000 14,0 4200 2500 17,0 5000 3000 20,0 111. For any cold water temperature, you can also use the classical equations for mixing, given by the equation below. where: -t1 - water temperature in the heater: 700C -t2 - cold water temperature -t3 - average temperature of the mixture (consider around 400C) -V1 - volume of hot water in the heater (heating capacity ) -V2 - volume of cold water mixed in the apparatus (Be V2 - V3 - V1)
-V3 - final volume of hot water in the apparatus 332211 VtVtV --12. DETERMINATION OF POWER AND ENERGY CONSUMPTION The amount of heat for a specific thermal mass c and the temperature t1 rise to a temperature t2 is represented by the following equation: - - m - liquid mass (in liters) - c - specific heat (in kcal/oC; equal to 1) - t2 - final temperature (in oC) - t1 - initial temperature (in oC) - remembering 1kwh x 860 kcal. The 12 ttcmQ 113 113. EXAMPLE OF
DIMENSIONING An electric heater that will meet a 2 bedroom apartment, hiring 2 people per dormitory. Heating capacity - 60 l/person - 4 people - 240 liters Meanwhile we should consider that the water to be used will have a temperature below 700C, and therefore should observe the estimated value of consumption in the standard table, therefore: heating capacity 29 l/person - 4 people - 116 liters From the heating table, a capacity of 150 liters and a power of 1.25 kWh is used. Note:
You can determine the capacity of the heater using the mix equation, seen in the previous elements. 114. SOLAR HEATING The solar collector is used for heating water for domestic use, swimming pools and in industrial processes. It has the advantage of being an inexhaustible source of energy combined with other reasons why its use is spreading, such as: - self-sufficient; - completely silent; - an alternative energy source. 115. TYPES OF INSTALLATIONS Natural circulation (terms)
in the open circuit 116. TYPES OF INSTALLATIONS Natural circulation (termsium) in the open circuit 117. TYPES OF INSTALLATIONS Forced circulation in the open circuit 118. TYPES OF INSTALLATIONS Forced circulation on closed circuit 119. INSTALLATION TYPES Installation of a solar collector in a 120 residence. THE COLLAR SURFACE A practical way to size the collector surface is to consider 1 m2 of manifold for 50-65 liters of hot water needed or use the equation below.
being: - S - area in m2 - Q - Amount of heat required in kcal/day - I - solar radiation intensity in kWh/m2 or •  - performance of the use of energy per panel (in  50%) '  I Q S 121. EXAMPLE Consider a residence with 5 people. Calculate the required area of the solar collector. - daily consumption (CD) - mass (m) - 5 x 45 x 225 kg - Amount of heat Q ( mc(t2-t1) - 225-1-(60-20) - 9000 kcal (assuming water enters the temperature of 200C and out of the manifold at 600C). - Assuming
that I - 4,200 kcal / m2 - day (Rio de Janeiro), we have: 2 3.4 5.04200 9000 mS  -  122. GAS HEATING IN large urban centers, the use of gas resulting from the combustion of coal, or naphtha gas, is common, which, when pure, can provide up to 5500 kcal per cubic meter; 4000 kcal per cubic meter of gas. Usually the gas heater is installed in the bathroom or kitchen, the automatic heater is the most found (the one that consists of a small gas spout). It automatically transmits the
flame to a series of nozzles arranged in lines, also called burners, simply by opening a tap or register. 123. HEATING GAS Around the burners there is a coil of water, which receives calories in direct contact with flames or hot gases. The assembly is enclosed in an enamelled iron box, with a device for exhausting gases (chimney). The set can best be displayed in the following figures. There is a type of heater (Junkers) that does not require the use of fireplace, due to better combustion
of gas, but in the meantime, the minimum volume that the addiction should have will be 12 m3. The following diagram provides a way to install these heaters. Heaters must have safety devices, such as: safety record, which only allows the passage of gas when the pilot is on and water passing through the coil; Safety valves that allow the gas to pass when the water is opened and obstruct the passage when the water is closed. 124. GAS HEATING Gas heater assembly 125. Detail for the
installation of the Junkers heater. 126. GAS HEATING In Junkers there is a bimetadelic element that is installed near the pilot and, by expansion, opens a valve, allowing the gas to pass through. In case of flame extinction due to the action of the wind, the bimetadelic element is compressed by cooling, closing the passage of the gas. In Figure 15 we can see the pattern of a gas heater. At point A we have the automatic valve, which is composed of an M membrane that increases the H
stem. When there is water circulation by opening a tap or hot water register, there is a pressure difference between the parts fed by pipes B and B'. 127. Gas heater . 128. GAS CONSUMPTION It is accepted that 1 m3 of gas can produce in 4000 kcal; we admit that the average performance of heaters is 70%. OIL LIQ-EFFECT GAS HEATING G.L.P can be used in the installation of heaters, requiring more attention in installation, due to being heavier than air and highly harmful. The
heater is practically of the type observed in the following figure. 129. EXAMPLE Calculates the gas consumption for a bath where the water consumption is 25 liters, at a temperature of 500C. Consider the temperature of cold water at 200C. -Useful calories - 30 (50-20) - 750 kcal -Effective calories -Consumption - kcal1072 70.0 750  3 27.0 4000 1072 m 130. HOT WATER PRODUCTION IN CENTRAL FACILITIES Some systems used in the distribution of hot water in collective
power plants have previously been mentioned. We will now consider the most common forms of hot water production in collective central systems. -Direct heating of water with street or bottled gas: there are heaters for private installation and collective systems; -Direct heating of water with oil: they have a heating chamber where the flame of a sprayed oil burner heats the inflated air from a blower. Heated the air this passes through a coil immersed in the water of the depot, which is
intended to heat; 131. HOT WATER PRODUCTION IN CENTRAL INSTALLATIONS - Steam water heating: the production of hot water can be carried out using the steam generated in the steam cane boiler, a branch is derived from a tank, where the steam is mixed with the water in which it is contained or the steam is carried out in a coil placed in the water heater. In this second case, by yielding heat to the water, the condensation steam in the coil and condensation, collected, can be
returned to the boiler by a condensate pump. 132. STORAGE CAPACITY AND BOILER POWER Storage must accumulate such a quantity of hot water that during the maximum consumption period there is no shortage of hot water. It is worth remembering here that while consuming water, the boiler continues to provide calories that are transferred to storage water. The hot water to be used is considered around 400C (as seen in the previous elements), and which in storage is heated
around 700C or more, depending on local weather conditions. The temperature is elementary in the appliances mixing with cold water. 133. STORAGE CAPACITY AND BOILER POWER Before starting the use of hot water in the morning, a 2-hour period is available to heat the water in storage first. The longer the time that is allowed for this first heating, the lower the heat power of the boiler should be. The determination of the consumption of its duration is not easy to precision in some
cases, such as apartments, hotels and hospitals. In the case of colleges, the way in which these establishments operate can be calculated, with some precision, the average consumption and the duration of maximum demand. 134. STORAGE CAPACITY AND BOILER POWER (APARTMENT AND HOTEL BUILDINGS) For the calculation of storage capacity, you can use the methods described above, for example: -Considering the mix equation; -Using the values described in the
tables. You can use the simplified method applicable to residential buildings, considering the ratio of the theoretical volume of the hot water tank to the total daily consumption. With the equation below we have: -to be: A - 1/3 (large residences); A 1/5 (apartments for 5 people); At 1/7 (very large apartments) The Vitic CD  135. STORAGE CAPACITY AND BOILER POWER (APARTMENT AND HOTEL BUILDINGS) To obtain the actual volume of storage, it is sufficient to mutine
Vtheoretical by factor 1.33 The power of the boiler can be determined using the following equation: - t1 - cold water temperature - t2 - temperature intended to increase water (about 700C) - T - time to heat the water in storage first (be considered 2h)  T t t tstorageP  -  12 136. EXAMPLE (SIMPLIFIED METHOD) Consider a building of 30 apartments, with 4 people per apartment and water temperature of 200C. Calculate the storage capacity and power of the boiler. -Daily
consumption : 30-4-60 l/day - 7200 l/day - Theoretical volume - 1/5-7200 - 1440 l - Volume storage - 1.33-1440 . Boiler power - 55056 kcal/h -  losses%15 2 2070 1915  137. STORAGE CAPACITY AND BOILER POWER (INDOOR COLLEGES AND ANALOG ESTABLISHMENTS) In this case you have knowledge of the maximum duration of demand and the amount of water that will be consumed. Daily consumption in colleges should be estimated based on the number of household
appliances that this establishment has, whose opening hours are usually perfectly regulated in this type of establishment. The equations required for sizing are described below:  storageVttknmP ( 13 PmVtt storage)[ 12,138). STORAGE CAPACITY AND BOILER POWER (INDOOR SINGS AND ANALOG ESTABLISHMENTS) being: -V - storage capacity in litres -P - heat of the boiler in kcal/hour -m - time available for heating until the start of operation of the appliances -n operating time of the appliances -k - kilocalics received from the total amount of water spent on the appliances during the time n to pass t1 t2 -t1 - temperature of the power supply system 200C) -t2 - maximum temperature reached in storage (65-700C) -t - temperature that water should have at the end of time n -  storageVttknmP ()( 13 PmVtt Depot ()( 12 139). EXAMPLE (HYDRAULIC AND SANITARY FACILITIES - MACINTYRE) Consider a college with 150 students, where
there are 15 showers and 30 washbasins. Admit that only 2/3 of the students take a hot bath and that this bath takes place in two shifts (half bathroom in the morning and the other half of the afternoon), and m.2h and n.0.50h. Calculate the storage volume and heat power of the boiler :Suppose the bath time for each group of 150-2/3-1/2 - 50 students is 30 minutes. Adopting 30 liters of water at 400C for consumption in each shower bath, and for the 10-liter sink, we will have: -Showers:
50-30liters - 1,500 liters -Washbasins: 100-10liters - 1,000 liters - Total 2,500 liters 140. PLUMBING MATERIAL Pipes should preferably be overcooked copper with brass or brass connections. PVC tubes should be avoided because they have a high linear coefficient and still easily soften at a temperature of 1000C. At a temperature of 600C its service pressure is reduced to values of only 2 kg/cm2. Galvanized iron tubes have low corrosion resistance. It is recommended to use CPVC,
developed specifically for hot water installations. 141. PLUMBING MATERIAL Pipes should preferably be of overcooked copper with brass or brass connections. PVC tubes should be avoided because they have a high linear coefficient and still easily soften at a temperature of 1000C. At a temperature of 600C its service pressure is reduced to values of only 2 kg/cm2. Galvanized iron tubes have low corrosion resistance. It is recommended to use CPVC, developed specifically for hot
water installations. 142. DILATION OF THE PIPES The expansion of the pipes of a hot water system must be taken into account, allowing the expansion that takes place freely, thus avoiding the appearance of internal stresses in the pipes and considerable thrusts. As a solution to the effects of dilation in pipes, the following resources can be used: - Use a non-rectal tracing for the tube, i.e. to perform angular deviations in the plane or space, thus giving the conditions of the pipe to absorb
the expansions. You can examine these solutions in Figure 16. Using the copper tube and brass connection, Table 09 can obtain the dimensions to be given to the loop, when the dilation and diameter of the pipe are known; 143. DILATATION OF PLUMBING - In long rectilinear strokes, loops or place a piece known as lyre; - If there is little space to run the cycle, use the • Hot water pipes must be able to dilate without breaking the thermal insulation. It should be avoided to incorporate
feeding lines into the masonry. When possible install them in a niche or tree. 144. Loop dimensions to absorb various offset values. Outer tube diameter in inches Length L (inches) for moving (m) 1/2 1 1 1/2 2 2 1/2 3 4 5 6 7/8 10 15 19 22 25 27 30 34 38 1 1/8 11 16 20 2 4 27 29 33 38 42 1 3/8 11 17 21 26 29 32 36 42 47 1 5/8 12 18 28 28 31 35 39 46 51 2 1/8 14 20 20 25 31 34 38 44 51 57 2 5/8 16 22 27 32 42 47 56 62 3 1/8 18 18 24 30 34 39 45 53 67 4 1/8 2 0 28 34 39 44 48 58
66 75 5 1/8 22 31 39 44 44 54 62 70 70 78 6 1/8 24 34 42 48 54 59 68 76 83 145. Loop. 146. INSULATION OF THE PIPES Tubes must be of special copper or pure iron. The insulation must be with material of low thermal conductivity, so as not to dissipate heat before the water reaches the subaxiema. The following materials are used in insulation when they are more than 5 meters long: - Vermiculite products (mica expanded under the action of heat); Rock wool or mineral wool, silica,
yarn. It is a good material, but a dangerous manipulation; Calcium silicate hydrated with asbestos fibers. It is an excellent and widely used material, specified in the P.N.B.-141 standard; Hydrated magnesium silicate. Great insulation, it gave space to the hydrated calcium silicate. It has low moisture resistance. 147. INSULATION OF THE PIPES Insulating agents are supplied in the form of gutters that adapt to the pipes. In connections and valves, mortar is used on canvas that covers the
parts, or blankets of the same material are applied. The thermal insulation layer can be protected with cotton cloth, which should be painted later. When the hose is installed in damp places, it can be protective with adhesive aluminum film. You can also cover the bean gutters with bituminous cardboard glued to sheets or thin aluminum blades. The coating material is attached to the gutters with clamps or straps with straps. 148. Sizing Example - Vertical diagram of the hot water supply
column Consider an 8-story building with 4 apartments per floor, 2 bedrooms per apartment for 2 people per dorm. Adopt the right foot of 3.00 meters as well as the height of the tank. 149. Sizing Example- View: Sub extension of the project Size of the hot water system given by the figure, adopting the scheme of a bathroom represented by the figure next to: 150. Solution a) Total population b) Storage capacity calculation b.1) Simplified method peopleotalPopulationT 1282248
/18224 dialpercconspesslrioConsumoDio /7860.). (/60128 - 15367680 - 5 1 literrealVolume 20431536 -1.33 151. Solution c) Calculation of pipe diameters and load losses c.1) Pipe diameter (see vertical diagram) - Sub - Diameter extensions - Sub - Extension Extension Unit weight Accumulated weight  PQ 30.0 Diameter Inches Speed (m/s) 1-3 0.50 - 0.20 3/4 0.63 2 -3 0.10 - 20.0 9 3/4 0.29 3-5 - 0.60 0.23 3/4 0.73 4-5 0.0.050 - 0.20 3/4 0.64 5-6 - 1.10 0.32 3/4 1.01
152. Solution C2) Pipe Diameter - Hot Water Column Diameter - Column Elongation Accumulated Weight Aetta  PQ 30.0 Diameter Inches Speed (m/s) 6-7 - 1.1 0.31 3/4 0.987-8 - 2.2 0.44 3/4 1.40 8-9 - 3.3 0.54 3/4 1.72 9-10 - 4.40.63 1 1.28 10-11 - 5.5 0.70 1 1.43 11-12 - 6.6 0.80 1 1.63 1 2-13 - 7.7 0.83 1 1/4 1.03 13-14 - 8.8 0.90 1 1/4 1.12 153. Solution C3) Pipe Diameter - Cold Water Column Diameter - Column d) Load Losses To calculate load losses, the method of equivalent
lengths was used and the equation used was the universal formula, which will be presented below so that students who have been somewhat forgotten or who have not read the flyer with due care, do not feel like navigating unexpoexpoexpeted seas, using the formula Swamee-Jann (Universal) for calculating the coefficient of friction f. Lengthen unit weight Accumulated weight Flow  PQ 30.0 Diameter Inch Velocity (m/s) 14-15 - 8.8 0.90 1 1/4 1.12 154. Solution. The equation indices
will not be described, as it is believed that the student already has the knowledge. gD Vl fh 2 2 2 ,  2 2 9.0 Re 74.5 7.3 ln 325.1  (  )      (   )  D f  - DV Re 155. Solution The values adopted for kinematic viscosity are as follows: -- - 1-10-6 m2/s at 200C -- 0.416-10-6 m2/s at 700C d.1) Stretch Stretches 14 -. 15 materials - PVC diameter - 1 1/4 (32 mm) flow - 0.90 l/s 2 normal inputs 1.20 1 record drawer 0.40 3 curves 900 2.10 compr. equivalent 3.47 buy. pipes
40.00 total length 43.74 m  f - 0.022 h , 1.95 m  P14 - P15 - h14-15 - 28.05 m.c.a. to 156. Solution. Lengthen 13 -14 material - Copper diameter - 1 1/4 (32 mm) flow - 0.90 l/s normal input 0.60 record drawer 0.40 curves 900 0.70 compr. equivalent 1.70 buy. pipes 4.80 total length 6.50 m  f - 0.018 h , 0.24 m  P13 - P14 - h13-14 - 4.80 - 23.01 m.c.a 157. Solution. Lengthen 12 -13 materials - Copper diameter - 1 1/4 (32 mm) flow - 0.83 l/s They have direct passage 1.50
compr. equivalent 1.50 buy. piping 3.00 total length 4.50  f - 0.018 h , 0.14 m  P12 - P13 - h12-13 - 3.0 - 19.87 m.c.c. to 158. Solution. Lengthen 11 -12 material - Copper diameter - 1 (25 mm) flow - 0.80 l/s They have direct passage 0.90 compr. 0.90 buy. piping 3.00 total length 3.90  f - 0.018 h , 0.38 m  P11 - P12 - h11-12 - 3.0 - 16.49 m.c. to 159. Solution. Lengthen 10 -11 material - Copper diameter - 1 (25 mm) flow - 0.70 l/s They have direct passage 0.90 compr.
equivalent 0.90 buy. pipes 3.00 total length 3.90  f - 0.018 h - 0.30 m  P10 - P11 - h10-11 - 3.0 - 13.19 m.c.c.a. 160. Solution. Lengthen 9 - 10 material - Copper diameter - 1 (25 mm) flow - 0.63 l/s They direct passage 0.90 compr. equivalent 0.90 buy. pipes 3.00 total length 3.90  f - 0.018 h , 0.24 m  P9 - P10 - h9-10 - 3.0 - 9.95 m.c.a. to 161. Solution. Lengthen 8 -9 material - Copper diameter - 3/4 (20 mm) flow - 0.54 l/s They have direct passage 0.80 compr. equivalent
0.80 buy. piping 3.00 total length 3.80  f - 0.018 h - 0.53 m  P8 - P9 - h8-9 - 3.0 - 6.42 m.c.a 162. Solution. Lengthen 7 - 8 materials - Copper diameter - 3/4 (20 mm) flow - 0.80 l/s They have direct passage 0.80 compr. equivalent 0.80 buy. piping 3.00 total length 3.80  f - 0.019 h , 0.37 m  P7 - P8 - h7 -8 - 3.0 - 3.05 m.c.a. to 163. Solution. Lengthen 6 -7 material - Copper diameter - 3/4 (20 mm) flow - 0.31 l/s They have direct passage 0.80 compr. equivalent 0.80 buy.
pipes 3.00 total length 3.80  f - 0.02 h , 0.20 m  P6 - P7 - h6-7 - 3.0 - 0.15 m.c.a. to 164. Solution It can be verified that, in order for the minimum load on the sanitary parts to be satisfied (in the most critical case, the shower), the load at point 6 must have a value greater than 1 m.a.a.(because load losses must be calculated at this value). Then there is the need to install a recalculation pump next to the hot water column near the depot. 165. Solution Possibility: Two hypotheses
can be considered 1) The designer could increase the diameter of the main columns, managing to reduce the load losses. Therefore, a slight increase in load in point 6 could be achieved at a value compatible with that required by the health parties. 2) With the knowledge of the load required in point 6 and with the pressure value available at this point the designer would be able to obtain the manometric height, for the choice of the most convenient pump for the problem. 166. SANITARY
SEWAGE ABNT-NBR 8160/1999 PUBLIC INSTALLATIONS: Sewerage System - Design and execution. OBJECTIVES A construction plant for sanitary sewers aims to meet the minimum housing requirements in terms of hygiene, safety, economy and comfort of users. Poorly designed projects of sanitary purification plants are eipped in a number of problems such as: wastewater reflux, the appearance of foams in drains, bad smell in health facilities. 167. STRUCTURES SANITARY
SEWAGE To properly design such plants, it is necessary that: - the rapid flow of wastewater. this is achieved through rational tracing, avoiding vertical and horizontal curves. If necessary, the curves should preferably be 45o. When 90o curves are inevitable they should be of long rays, using inspection parts before and after them. Connections between pipes should be made whenever possible through the shortest path, with priority for the largest diameter; - seals the passage of gases
and animals from pipes to buildings with water closure parts or ducts (net column at least 50 mm high), which must be kept in any operating condition of the network; 168. BUILDING INSTALLATIONS OF SANITARY SEWAGE - preventing pollution of drinking water and food products: avoid interconnections, as well as the passage of water pipes into low floors or wastewater channels. In any case, the existence of leaks in the sewer age pipe can cause problems of contamination of the
water supply and food products; - gas leaks, gas leaks and the formation of deposits inside the pipes. To avoid leakage, the installation must be tested (smoke) before it is put into operation in order to detect possible failures in the execution of the same. Packages allowing the deposition of particulate matter present in sewers should be avoided; 169. PUBLIC SANITARY SEWAGE INSTALLATIONS - Inspection tubes (special parts or inspection parts) must be provided to allow network
maintenance by introducing equipment used to clean them. Finally, the durability of the systems is directly linked to the quality of the material used, which must be resistant to corrosion, and to the execution of services, so that the plant is never sympathetic to the structure of the building; - allow continuous ventilation of the public wastewater collection network by keeping the hydraulic system open in the atmosphere and connected directly to the public network without any obstruction.
This condition is met by ventilation systems that have as their sole objective, the supply of gas and air. 170. PROJECT STEPS are the same as a cold water construction plant, however plants and sections should have a 1:50 scale and 1:20 details. In addition, they must meet the previously proposed objectives and use a convention for project drawings. The following figure shows a widely used convention. 171. DESIGN STEPS . 172. STEPS DESIGN The standard requires each
sanitary wastewater construction project must have what is called a vertical scheme, where the diameters of the fall pipes, grease pipes, fan tubes and others are indicated for each floor. See figure showing diagram based on the Standard and the figure showing the types of arrangements usually made for the sewer connections of a residential bathroom. 173. DESIGN STEPS. 174. DESIGN STEPS. 175. PARAMETERS The following table shows the minimum slope recommended by
the standard for so-called horizontal sanitary waste water pipes. Horizontal tubes (1) DN(2) (mm) Slope (%) 75 2 100 1 1): Tube installed horizontally or at an angle of less than 45 degrees with horizontal. 2): Nominal tube diameter 176. CONSTITUENT PARTS AND TERMINOLOGIES OF A PREAL INSTALLATION BY SANITARY SEWAGE For better understanding, the terminologies most used by NBR8160 and the second figures, taken by Hélio Creder, for a better visualization of
these. 177. CONSTITUENT PARTS AND TERMINOLOGY OF A SANITATION TREATMENT PLANT. 178. . 179. . - SANITARY APPARATUS: Equipment connected to the building plant and intended for the use of water for hygienic purposes or for the reception of waste and waste water. - COLLECTOR BOX (CC): Box in which liquid waste is collected that requires mechanical lifting. - INSPECTION BOX (CI): Box designed to allow inspection, cleaning and removal of pipes. - PASSAGE
BOX (CP): Box with a grate or blind cover intended to receive washing water from the floors and secondary tributaries of the same autonomous unit. - BUILDING COLLECTOR: The pipe runs between the last insertion of the subcollector, the extension of waste or waste water and the public collector or private system. - PUBLIC COLLECTOR: A tube belonging to the public sewer system and intended to receive and conduct the effluents of the building collectors. - DISCONNECTOR:
Water closure device designed to seal the passage of gases. - SEWAGE: Liquid waste that must be taken to a final destination. 180. . - SANITARY DRAINS: These are landfills from the use of water for hygienic purposes. - WATER CLOSURE: Liquid layer that, in a disconnect, seals the passage of gases. - PRIMARY SEWAGE INSTALLATION: A set of pipes and devices in which the gases of the public collector or treatment devices are accessed. - SECONDARY INSTALLATION OF
SEWAGE: A set of pipes and devices in which no gas from the public collector or treatment devices is accessible. - DISCHARGE EXTENSION (RD): Tube that receives directly effluent from sanitary appliances - EXTENSION OF (RE): A tube that receives effluent from drain extensions. 181. . - VENTILATION EXTENSION (RV): A fan tube that connects the extension of the disconnector drain to one or more toilets to a ventilation column or primary fan tube. - SUBCOLLECTOR (SC): A
tube that receives effluent from one or more fall tubes or sewer extensions. - FALL PIPE (TQ): Vertical pipe that receives effluent from sub-glues, sewer extensions and drain extensions. - OPERCULATED TUBE (TO): Inspection piece in the form of a tube equipped with an opening with removable lid. - FAN TUBE (TV): A tube intended to allow airflow from the atmosphere to the installation of waste water and vice versa or to circulate air inside the system in order to protect the closure of
the detachers' water from breakage by suction or compression and to direct gases from the public collector to the atmosphere. 182. . - RELIEF FAN TUBE: Secondary fan tube that connects the fall pipe or drain or drain extension to the ventilation column. - CIRCUIT FAN TUBE (VC): Secondary fan tube connected to a sewer area and serving a set of appliances without individual ventilation, see Secondary fan tube. - INVERTED FAN TUBE (VIn): Fan tube in the shape of an individual
staff, which connects the hole in the high neck of the toilet cable to the respective exhaust extension, see Individual fan tube. - PRIMARY FAN TUBE (VP): Extension of the fall tube above the highest extension connected to it and with upper end open to the atmosphere located above the roof of the building. - SECONDARY FAN TUBE (VSE): extension of the fall tube under the same conditions described for that of the primary fan, but without any sanitary equipment connected to it. SUPPLEMENTARY FAN TUBE (VSu): A pipe that connects a sewer extension to the corresponding circuit fan tube. 183. . - PRIMARY PIPING: A tube accessed to public collector gases or treatment devices. - SECONDARY PIPE: Tube protected from disconnection against gas access of primary pipes. - UNIT AUTONOMOUS: Part of the building connected to an ideal hamlet of land, subject to the limitations of the law, consisting of premises and structures for private use, intended for
residential or non-residential purposes, marked by a special numerical or alphabetical designation of identification and discrimination. - CONTRIBUTION HUNTER UNIT (UHC): A numerical probabilistic factor that represents the usual frequency of use associated with the typical flow of each of the different parts of a set of devices. 184. PIPES FOR THE COLLECTION AND REMOVAL OF WASTE WATER can be primary or secondary. In primary ducts they have access to gases from the
public collector, and secondary ones are protected by disconnector, against these gases. These are exhaust extension pipes, wastewater extension, fall pipe, undercolletes, building manifold, inspection or passage box and inspection parts (see figure). 185. DECONNECTOR It is each sanitary siphon connected to a primary duct, that is, it is a hydraulic device intended to seal the passage of gases from inside the sewer pipes inside the buildings. 186. DISCONNECTOR The ventilation of
the disconnectors also prevents the interruption of the closure of the water by suction, which can occur if the primary drain pipe works as a forced duct, even for a short time. See the figure showing in an illustrative way how this can occur: 187. . . ventilation branch ventilation hose primary hydraulic fan piston siphon drain pipe drain fall 188. UNCONNECTOR The Brazilian standard also makes several recommendations, some worthy of mention and therefore listed below: - the pantry and
kitchen sinks must be approved with siphons even when connected to fat maintenance boxes. - Siphons, siphons or siphon housing the closure of water depends on the action of moving parts or removable internal divisions that, in case of defect, can allow the passage of gas should not be used. 189. UNCONNECTOR - All must meet the following conditions: a) Have a water closure with a minimum height of 50 mm. (b) Present the outlet hole with a diameter equal to or greater than that
of the exhaust extension connected to it. - Siphons must be water-based with a minimum height of 50 mm and must be equipped with screwed plugs on the bottom or any other means for easy cleaning and inspection. In general, the individual sanitary siphon is used only in urinal, sanitary basins, kitchen sinks, landfill sinks and washing tanks. The most commonly used type of installation is to connect the drain extensions of washbasins, bathtubs, bidets and drains (from shower boxes,
or floor water collection), to siphoned boxes. 190. . . 191. . . 192. DECONNECTOR In this way, the extension of effluent wastewater from the siphoned box would be a primary duct, while discharge extensions would be conducted secondary. 193. VENTILATION PIPES The ventilation network consists of pipes that start near the siphons and end up open outwards, thus allowing air and gas to be delivered by them. These are primary and secondary ventilation pipe ducts, ventilation
extension, etc. 194. . . 195. 195. Special elements that may be needed may be necessary, although not common to most plants, are included. It is cited as an example, the case of there are devices installed at a lower altitude than the public road, it is not possible that waste is released by gravity into the public collector, it is therefore necessary to satisfy all these landfills in a collection box, and then recalque of them up to the favorable quota for release by gravity in the public sewer
network. 196. LAYOUT OF SEWAGE AND VENTILATION FACILITIES The correct arrangement of the purification and ventilation systems is obtained respecting the basic principles, they are: - a correct use of the connections and other elements that must carry out the installation. In this way, each change of direction must be made correctly, using connections or pass-through boxes. After the small-scale study, the designer must present the final installation on a larger scale (1:20),
because not taking into account the size of the connections, it may be impossible to perform the installation designed due to lack of space for the placement of all the necessary connections. - integrated pipes, which should not be included with the structural parts of the building. This allows you to change the choice of the descent tips of the autumn tubes, to get as close as possible to the pillars or the projection of the pillars and walls of the ground floor. 197. LAYOUT OF SEWAGE AND
VENTILATION FACILITIES - With this principle the layout of the installations is transformed into geometric studies, thus establishing some rules, as indicated below: - a position of the fall tube: the fall tube must be incorporated into a wall and located near the projection of the pillar or wall of the ground floor. - the connection of the sanitary basin socket with the fall pipe: this connection must be as direct as possible, providing the possible need for the placement of the joints to allow the
connection of the siphoned box in the sewer extension. - siphoned box positions and connection to the sewer extension: - a siphoned box with grid - aesthetic aspects should be taken into account, since the floor should have favorable slope to the flow of water to the box. 198. LAYOUT OF SEWAGE AND VENTILATION FACILITIES - blindcover siphon box - its position is allowed at any point in the compartment. - connection of the exhaust extensions to the siphoned box: the normal
siphonbox allows the connection of up to seven drain extensions. - connection of the fan tube to the extension and ventilation column: each siphon must be ventilated, so the distance between the of the fan the siphon must not exceed certain distances, depending on the diameter of the 199. . . projection of pillar 200. DIMENSIONING The estimation of discharges is associated with the number of sanitary appliances connected to the pipes. The NBR-8160 standard defines the values of
these units for the most commonly used devices. This unit is called the Contribution Hunter Unit (UHC) and is standardized as a sink drain unit at home and is equal to 28 l/min. 201. DISCHARGE EXTENSIONS The following tables are used: 202. DISCHARGE EXTENSIONS The following tables are used: Discharge Extensions Nominal Diameter (DN) Minimum UHC DN appliance (mm) Residence bathtub 3 40 General purpose bathtub 4 40 Hydrotherapy bath, continuous flow 6 75
Emergency bath, hospital 4 40 children's bathroom, hospital 2 40 Seating basin, hydrotherapy 2 40 Bebedouro 0.5 30 Bidets 2 30 Residence shower 2 40 Collective shower 4 40 Hydrotherapy shower 4 75 Hydrotherapy shower, tubular type 4 75 Scottish shower 6 75 Shower forina 2 30 Comadre washing machine 6 100 Washbasins from home 1 30 General washbasins 2 40 Lavabi nurse 1 30 Surgical washbasins 3 40 Lava legs, hydrotherapy 3 50 203. DISCHARGE EXTENSIONS
The following tables are used: arm washing, hydrotherapy 3 50 feet of lava, hydrotherapy 2 50 Urinal, exhaust valve 6 75 Urinal, exhaust box 5 50 Urinal, automatic descaga 2 40 Urinal, trough per meter 2 50 Autopsy table 2 40 Residence sink 3 40 Service sink, landfill 5 landfill 75 Sinking laboratory tube 2 40 hospital 2 40 Industrial kitchen sink, preparation 3 40 Industrial kitchen sink, pot washing 4 50 Laundry tank 3 40 Dishwasher 4 75 Washing machines up to 30 Kg 10 75 Washing
machines from 30Kg to 60 Kg 12 100 Washing machines over 60Kg 14 150 Toilet 6 100 204. DISCHARGE EXTENSIONS For special/unrelated appliances in the previous tables. Exhaust Extensions (1) Nominal diameter (DN) Minimum UHC DN (mm) 1 - 30 2 40 3 50 5 75 6 100 205. DRAIN EXTENSIONS The exhaust units of all appliances served by the extension must be added and then inserted into the table. Discharge Extensions (1) Nominal diameter (DN) Minimum UHC
diameter (mm) 1 30 40 6 50 20 75 160 100 620 150 1) The extension of siphon box sewers shall be sized taking into account the sum of the UHC of the apparatus contributing to it. 206. . It should be noted: - minimum slope; - washbasins, toilets, bidets, drains, showers and tanks are thrown into disconnectors (siphons) and then into secondary or primary plumbing systems. - and urinal are launched into primary ducts or their inspection boxes. Urinals can only be connected to siphoned
boxes with blind lids. - Dump sinks are poured then into the primary tubes. • Washing machines and/or tanks, located on overlapping floors, can discharge into individual drop tubes, which connect to the siphoned box located on the ground floor. Kitchen sinks connect to drop tubes, which are released into fat boxes and then to primary pipes or inspection boxes. Your fat boxes, depending on the number of units collected, must comply: 207. . a) For 1 sink, the so-called small fat box with
the following dimensions can be used, according to NBR 8160: diameter 30 cm submerged septal
...........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
20 cm Keep the 18 litres Output tube (DN)
...........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 75mm b) Up to 2 kitchens, the fat box
will be simple with a volume of more than 30 liters or: Diameter 60 cm Altezza
...........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 60 cm c) From 2 to 12 kitchens, double fat box with a volume of at least 120 litres or: Diameter
...........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 60 cm 80 cm d) For more than 12 kitchens the volume, in liter, of the fat box should be: V - 120 x 2 x (number of people served) 208. . The Standard provides other
recommendations, such as: -When siphon or siphon box is adopted to receive landfills from washbasins, bathtubs, bidets, drains and tanks, the respective discharge extensions must be connected individually or through a passing box to the siphonbox or siphone box. They are exceptional compared to the previous provisions. (a) the sets of sinks or urinal installed in the battery in collective toilets, provided that the waste water extension which combines the exhaust extensions of each
appliance is easily inspected. b) Washbasins and kitchen sinks with two tubs. -In systems that can use grease-retaining boxes, the exhaust extensions of kitchen sinks must be connected directly to the same boxes, or to drop pipes that discharge. Drain extensions of toilets, boxes or discharges, maintenance boxes and siphons must be connected, where possible, directly to an inspection box or other perfectly inspected primary tube. Exhaust or purification extensions, siphoned boxes or
drains, maintenance boxes and siphons cannot be connected to deviations from fall tubes with a slope of less than 1% or receiving effluent from more than four overlapping planes. In cases where the limits set in the preceding item are exceeded, exceeded, appliances located on the bypass floor shall be carried out below this deviation. 209. . Sewer extensions that receive effluent from washing machines and drain sinks from hospitals, medical practices and others should be primary
pipes. The insertion of an extension of the waste or waste water into the building manifold, sub-network or other extension of waste water should preferably be carried out by means of an inspection box or a simple junction at an angle not exceeding 45 degrees, in the latter case, the same extension provided by an inspection part. The connection of the extension of the discharge or extension of waste water to the extension of the toilet drain is sealed through the existing inspection on the
knee or curve. 210. FALL PIPES The table next to it is used: Fall Tubes(1) Nominal Diameter (DN) Minimum number of floors for buildings -3 3 On 1 floor Throughout the tube DN Maximum UHC number (mm) 2 2 2 30 4 2 8 40 10 9 24 50 30 16 70 70 240 905 000 100 960 350 1900 150 2200 600 3600 200 3800 1000 5600 250 600 1500 8400 300 1): minimum diameter DN 100 must be used for pipes discharged from toilets. 211. . For proper sizing, in addition to the use of the table
above, the following recommendations must be followed: - fat drop tube of the sinks must be ventilated. - minimum for pipes that receive toilet dumps is 100mm DN. - In the interconnections of horizontal and vertical tubes, single or double joints of 45 degrees must be used. The NBR 8160 does not allow the use of sanitary crosses. - no drop tube must have a smaller diameter than the larger pipe connected to it. • No fall tube receiving discharges from kitchen sinks or landfills shall have
a diameter of less than 75 mm of DN, with the exception of buildings up to 2 floors with the fall pipe receiving up to 6 UHC, when the diameter can be DN 50 mm. The fall tubes must be extended with the same diameter to above the roof of the building, without this extension when there is already a ventilation pipe with DN 100 mm, such that: a) The length of this fall pipe does not exceed 1/4 of the total height of the building, vertically. b) This autumn tube only receives up to 36 UHC. c)
When the ventilation column is already extended above the lid or in connection with another existing one, the limits of the ventilation table are respected. 212. . When there are contiguous bathrooms in the same building, located next to each other, the sewer extensions of each bathroom, can connect to the same drop tube, as well as the individual ventilation pipes, which connect to the same ventilation column. The same drop tube should not be used separate buildings. falling pipe must
have a uniform diameter and whenever be installed in a single straight alignment. When there are deviations from the vertical in the fall tubes, proceed as follows: a) When the deviation forms an angle less than or equal to 45 degrees with the vertical, climb the pipe through Table 5. (b) If the deviation is greater than 45 degrees with the vertical, provide adequate ventilation, in addition to: b1) Resize the upper and lower parts of the pipe by uhc load, taking into account all the apparatus
that discharges them. b2) Dimensions of the horizontal part even of the uhc sums, and the lower part of the diverted pipe cannot have a diameter less than that of the horizontal part, see figure. 213. . . 214. SUBCOLLECTOR AND COLLECTOR IS The table next to: Building Collectors(1) and Subcollectors Nominal Diameter (DN) Minimum minimum slope (%) 0.5 1 2 4 DN Maximum UHC number (mm) - 180 216 250 100 - 700 840 1000 150 1400 1600 1920 2300 200 2500 29 0 0 3500
4200 250 3900 4600 5600 6700 300 7000 8300 1000 12000 400 1) The manifold must have a nominal diameter DN 100. 215. . It is observed that the minimum diameter must be 100 mm. They should preferably be rectilinear and in deflection sections imposed by the configuration of buildings or land, placed inspection boxes or inspection parts allowing the cleaning and clearing of adjacent sections. The collector and ed ed ed ector must be built, whenever possible, on the unbuilt part of
the land. When its construction in a built area is inevitable, special care should be taken to protect them and easy inspection. In changes in the direction of collectors where inspection boxes cannot be interspersed, maximum central angle curves of 90, preferably 45 degrees, shall be used provided that the inspection parts are used for cleaning and compensating adjacent sections. The NBR 8160 also recommends: - In the dimensioning of collectors and sub-collectors, it should be
considered only the maximum discharge device of each bathroom of residential building, for the calculation of the number of UHCs. In other cases, all contributing devices should be considered for the calculation of the UHC number. • There must be no devices or embarrassments in the collection or sub-collector of the building for the natural flow of landfills such as siphons, bottom of inspection boxes below the profile of the collector or sub-collector of the building, bags of pipes inside
inspection boxes, etc. 216. . • When the pipes are buried, the interconnections of the drain extensions, sewage extensions and must be carried out through an inspection box or visiting wells. When When pipes are not buried, 45-degree joints should be used, with inspection parts in adjacent sections and parts in (T) or double (T) are not allowed. 217. Ventilation pipes are intended to allow atmospheric air to flow to the sewer system, in order to protect the closure of the detachers' water
from breakage. There are different types of plumbing for this purpose, such as: - primary fan tube: it must have the same diameter as the fall pipe as it is extended. Since the  min is 75 mm. • ventilation; - ventilation column and/or barrel; - circuit fan tube; - additional hose or single fan tube: diameter not less than half the diameter of the sewer extension to which it is connected. - exhaust fan tube: equal to the diameter of the ventilation column to which it is connected. The Commission
can support Question No 218. VENTILATION PIPES The table next and below is used: Ventilation extensions Sizing group of sanitary appliances without vessels with UHC DN ships (mm) UHC DN (mm) up to 2 30 to 17 50 3 to 12 40 18 18 to 60 75 13 to 18 50 - - 19 to 36 75 - - 219. VENTILATION HOSES . Distance from a disconnector to the ventilation pipe serving the exhaust extension DN (mm) Maximum distance (m) 30 0.70 40 1.00 50 1.20 75 1.80 100 2.40 220. PIPE
VENTILATION In addition to the above recommendations for the maximum diameter and distance, the standard indicates that: - In single-floor buildings there must be at least one DN 100 fan tube, connected directly to the inspection box or in combination with the collector, undercover or drain extension of a toilet and extended to the roof of that building. If the building is residential and has a maximum of three toilets, the fan tube can have a nominal diameter DN 75. - In buildings of two
or more floors, the fall tubes must be extended up to above the roof, all of which are non-connected (toilets, siphons and siphon boxes) equipped with fans, single connected to the ventilation column, according to the requirements presented in their specific elements. 221. GENERAL CASE WORKSHEET
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